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6, 7 Student Poll 
Bush Elected 
in Landslide 
REG5COUEGE----~-----------------------------------
rown an 0 
100 Years in Denver, Colorado 
Parent Weekend Noveinber 4-6 Officials 
working to 
by William Hiller 
Every year when the 
weather gets colder and most of 
the leaves are already on the 
ground here a mile above sea 
level, Parent Weekend is just 
around the corner. Scheduled 
November 4- 6, this is the 
weekend when Regis plays host 
to the parents of a good many of 
its students, and moms and 
dads get to see just what it is 
they are paying for. On the 
schedule this year are a number 
of events geared to better ac-
quaint parents with Regis Col-
lege, and the people who work 
b.e1:e. 
Meghan Stewart, director 
of community relations on the 
student executive board, says 
that such ·an acquaintance was 
her goal for the visit. 
Friday, parents will have 
the opportunity to attend clas-
ses with the students. 
Saturday's workshop topics 
vary from the. political implica-
tions of the '88 elections to the 
philosophy of wellness at Regis 
to parent/child relationships in 
the college years. Senator Den-
nis Gallagher will again reflect 
on the history of Regis with his 
renowned walking tour of the 
college, and Dr. Barbara Fin-
ney of the Biology Department, 
who was named Faculty Lec-
turer of the Year for 1988-89 
will give a talk intriguingly titled 
"Sojourn in the Belt of Fire in 
the Land of Shaking Earth." 
The Parent Weekend 
Committee, which Stewart 
heads, has tried to get more 
faculty and staff involvement in 
the goings-on of the weekend. 
Ste-wart. -pomtt> out fuat p~eceo­
ing the traditional Saturday 
night Parent/Student Dance 
there will be a talent show, the 
"Faculty and Staff Cabaret". 
Like the name says, it will be a 
showcase for talents normally 
hidden in the classroom. "The 
whole Philosophy Department 
is planning something, but they 
won't tell us what it is," says 
Stewart. "There's a lot offacul-
ty and staff that have hidden 
talents we don't know about." 
Highlights from the weekend include the following: 
Friday, November 4 
4:30p.m. Jesuit Reception 
5:30 p.m. Buffet Dinner 
8-10 p.m. Evening of Dance and Theater 
Saturday, November 5 
9:30-11 a.m. Student Executive Board Host Breakfast 
11-1:30 p.m. International Food Fest 
11:30 a.m. Regis Forensics Team presentation 
1:30-3 p.m. Parents Association Meeting and Open Forum 
3 p.m. Workshop Session I 
*Panel Discussion and Analysis of Election '88 
*A Historical Walking Tour of Regis 
*Re,..o"r\cing Relations.hips WithY ou"r Child 
*Academic and Community Internships at Regis 
*Parents and Academics 
*The Wellness Philosophy at Regis 
4 p.m. Workshop Session II 
*Faculty Lecturer of the Year 
*Reworking Relationships With Your Child 
*A Historical Walking Tour of Regis 
*Parents and Academics 
8-9 p.m. Faculty and Staff Cabaret 
9 p.m. -12 a.m. Parent and Student Dance 
Sunday, November 6 
9:30-10:30 a.m. Mass 
11 a.m. Sunday Brunch 
elirrtinate 
debt 
by Elizabeth Howard 
A budget report given by 
Jim McCormick at the general 
assembly meeting on October 
10, showed that the student 
activities budget is in debt. Al-
ready however, Jim Mc-
Cormick stated in an interview 
with the Brown and Gold that 
I thP ,.t,.fi..-it wilT hE>. rut hu o~~l· _ 
ing $26,000 that was in the bank 
from last year. This brings the 
grand total of the deficit to 
$36,000. 
Jim McCormick and Stu-
dent Executive Board 
Treasurer Missy Castelli have 
been working together to fmd 
ways to erase this deficit. Their 
goal is to eliminate the debt by 
the end of the school year. 
Mariott gets improved rating 
One plan to help lessen 
the deficit is strictly enforcing 
the budgets of each club and 
class by not allowing these or-
ganizations to go over their al-
lotted budget. The budget 
allocated for each semester is 
$52,000 for student activities. 
From this allocation, the clubs 
are given $300 each for the 
school year and the freshman, 
sophomore, junior, and senior 
classes are allocated $500 each. 
by Beth Stone 
On September 29 Mar-
riott Food Services at Regis 
College received an unsatisfac-
tory rating of 34 points out of a 
possible 100 from the Colorado 
Health Department. Ap-
proximately 41 items were cited 
for correction before a follow-
up inspection last week. 
Monday, October 17, the 
Colorado Health Department 
returned for its follow-up in-
spection, and Regis received a 
rating of 90. 
Some of the problems 
brought to Marriott's attention 
by the Health Department's in-
itial inspection included: incor-
rect food handli and 
Debates between representatives for presidential 
Michael Dukakis and George Bush were held on campus last week 
temperature maintenance; im-
proper storage of food, sup-
plies, and equipment; and in-
adequate temperature level for 
the sanitation rinse on the dish 
machine. 
Cindy Sanford, director 
of Mariott Food Service, com-
mented that she was, "shocked 
and upset" by the score. In 
regards to Mariott employees, 
"Everyone is taking it personal-
ly," she said. 
Action was taken al-
most immediately after the first 
inspection to correct the 
various problems. Equipment 
was replaced, shelves were or-
dered to store food off of the 
floor, the wearing of hair-nets 
and sanitation procedures were 
reinforced, and pest controlling 
procedures were improved. 
Much of this was com-
pleted before Tom Martino 
of KCNC-TV reported 
that the cafeteria had 
received its unsatisfactory 
rating. 
In response to complaints 
from parents and students, San- Another solution to the 
ford and Vice President for Stu- deficit problem is that the roll-
dent Life Tom Reynolds dis- overs (leftover money not used 
tributed a notice and sent by an organization by the end of 
similar letters to parents, ac- the year) from any organization 
cepting responsibility and will be applied towards the 
apologizingfortheunfavorable deficit. Jim McCormick 
inspection. pointed out that the "roll-over". 
To prevent such an inci- solution has been used success-
dent from occurring again, fully by CU and UN C. 
Marriott has brought in com- Lastly Castelli and Mc-
pany experts to set up checklists Cormick hope that they will 
which must be followed. In ad- only need to use half of the 
dition, an on-going internal in- $52,000 next semester. If only 
spection program is being half of the semester budget is 
designed which is" more strin- used then the remainder can be 
gent than the Health Depart- applied to the deficit. The goal 
ment inspection," stated San- to zero out this rather large 
ford. Consultants from outside figure seems like a tough en-
the college will participate in deavor, but it is a burden that 
these inspections as well, so that McCormick and Castelli are 
as much advice and feedback is prepared to face. 
obtained as possif-IA "' li•ill•••••••••• 
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Career Services has much to offer students 
by Elizabeth Howard 
Unsure of what type of 
career you would like? Inex-
perienced when it comes to in-
terviews or writing resumes? 
Uncertain of what discipline 
you should make your major or 
minor? 'the Career Planning 
Service in the Life Direction 
Center can assist all students in 
figuring out these questions and 
more. Stated Kathy Bartlett, 
director of career services, 
"Career planning is a necessary 
step in obtaining a job after col-
lege. Whether you deal with 
your questions (about career 
planning) during college or a 
month after your trip to 
Europe, they must eventually 
be answered. With the market 
place being tight, and the high 
number of college age workers 
competing for jobs, employers 
can pick and choose. Here at 
Career Services we can provide 
opportunities to help you." 
One of the opportunities 
available is the Regis College 
"Career Fair" on Thursday, 
November 17, from 10:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. at the Student 
Center. More than fifty career ' 
representatives will be at the ) 
fair. Just some of the com- 1 
panies that will be represented ~ 
are Arthur Andersen, State 
Farm Insurance, United Air-
lines, Coors, and Mountain 
Bell. Added Kathy Bartlett, 
"This gives the student a chance 
to ask all the questions he/she 
may be afraid to ask in an inter-
vievv·." 
Another opportunity for 
Regis students is a special job 
workshop taught by Doug Sul-
livan, a career development 
specialist. The workshop will 
be held on Thursday, Novem-
ber 3 from 6:00 to 8:30 in the 
· Life Direction Center. 
Also, in the development 
stage, is a career search seminar 
offered for credit in Spring 
1989. This co\rrse will primari-
ly be for sophomores, but is 
open for any interested stu-
dents. The course objectives 
are to assist students in figuring 
out their majors and career op-
tions and to suggest ways to in-
crease their marketability. 
The seminars and 
workshops just mentioned are 
just a sample of what the Career 
Service Center at Regis has t9 
offer. Unfortunately, not all 
students are taking full ad-
vantage of the center. Stated 
Kathy Bartlett, "At larger 
universities, students beg to go 
to interviews and here slots go 
unused. Having never set foot 
in my career center at my alma 
mater, I now know how many 
false starts I could have avoided 
if I had given the center a 
chance. I've heard on campus 
that we (the Regis Career Ser-
vice) serve only business majors 
and I would like to say; 'Come 
and see for yourself and see 
w:hat we can offer you." 
Pre-law day Monday 
in Boulder 
by Kevin Norris 
Students interested in at-
tending law school should plan 
on attending the Law School 
Fair at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder on Oct. 31. 
The annual event will take place 
in the Glen Miller Ballroom at 
the University Memorial 
Center. 
More than 50 of the 
nation's top law schools will be 
represented. The repre-
sentatives will be there to dis-
cuss admissions policy, place-
ment, curriculum and fmanc-
ing. 
Registration for the fair 
begins from 8:30- 9:00 a.m. 
The fair itself runs from 9:00 _ 
3:00 with an hour lunch break. 
Students are free to come and 
go as their schedules allow 
Interested students 
should contact Dr. Jim Riley for 
more information. 
The Life Directions Center Presents Stone honored by Nick Jackson 
Gaming Events 
Adult Children of Alcoholics 
~ Tl-IUR5PA't pn: 6.1!!!. 
4:oo-5:00p.m. _ 
Life Dit'ection~ C£<ls5r~om 
~u;: a.s4Ja?tf;f~I17V 
~ 
Thursday, November 3, 1988 
·6-8:30 p.m. 
· · .. AN EVENT SPONSORED BY 
REGIS' CAREER SERVICES 
Mr. Doug Sullivan, of Career Dimensions, Inc. 
will conduct a two and one half hour worksho-p 
on Thursday evening, Nove~~-=:r ard to explore 
"A Creative App·roach 'l'o Your Career. Search" 
COST: FREE 
LIMITED SEATING 
R.S.V.P.: 458-3508 
Deadline November 1 4:30p.m. 
Fitness Program/ Update 
Fitness Challenge 
W_inners of first sessio~ will be notified Tuesday, Oct. 25, 
Wit~ awar~s forthcommg. Collection of points for second 
sessiOn begins Oct. 25 (thru Dec. 2). Get involved and win! 
More ... chances to exercise 
E~~~nsioil of hours to include Saturday afternoons, 
11.30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. beginning Saturday Nov. 5 
Parents Weekend ' ' 
Ski Fitness Class 
. B_eginning Tuesday, Nov. 8. Tuesdays and Thursdays at 
7.00 p.m: (Prepare for your ski season and earn points 
. for the Fitness Challenge). · 
Stretching Serriin.ar 
Co-sponsored with DeSmetRA's6:30-7·30 p ur d day N 9 f' · .m., ne nes-
' ov. Irst floor lobby of DeSmet. 
Advanced Strength-Training 
4:30-5:30 p.m., free weight area of activity room · 
Monday, Nov. 14. 
Early Morning People ... 
Don'tforget. .. wearenowopen7:00-9:00a m M d 
through Friday. · ·, on ay 
On-Campus Interviews 
Sig ps are posted m the If o· . 458-3508 'f I e Irectwn~ Center. Call 
. . I you are_ an of~-campus student. . 
INTERVIEW 
DATE 
(l('tob('r 21\ 
1\ov('mlwr 1 
l\oVPlllhE'I' 2 
!\'OV('tllhPr :1 
Novpmber 4 
;\im•pmh('r H 
ORGANIZATION 
Adolph Coors Company 
ME't ropolitan Life 
Country Co Ins. Inv. Corp 
l~liPrnal Revenue ServicE' 
1andy Corporation 
Northwt-sll'rn Mutual Life 
Prud(•nt ial InsurancE' 
INTERVIEWING 
Acct. majors 
AC, BA, CS, MBA 
All majors 
Acct. majors 
TBA 
AC, BA , LA, CA 
MBA ' 
All major·s 
Beth Stone, who has been 
writing for the newspaper 
during the past two years, has 
been named Brown and Gold 
staff member of th~? month for 
October. · 
Stone, a sophomore from 
Lakewood, Colorado, has been 
involved in a great deal more 
than the paper. She has been 
active in theater and Circle K 
particularly--but still remains a 
relatively quiet person with a 
great sense of huriior. 
. Stone will receive a spe· 
cial gift certificate for . the 
honor. · 
The new award was just 
begun by the newspaper to 
recognize editorial and staff 
members for excelle11ce and . 
dedication. "It is a way to thank 
our many reporters, photog· 
. raphers and other volunteers 
for doing such a great jo~," 
states editor-in-chief Craig 
Scott. 
Magic show 
to ·.be held _· 
The fourth annual 
chemistry magic show will be 
held at 4:00 p.m. on Wednes· 
day, Nov. 9 in the science am· 
phitheater. 
The event bas become a 
favorite for students and is open 
to the public. The event is spond 
sored by the chemistry club an 
more information may be ob-
tained by calling Dr. Jim Giul-
lianelli at 458-4045. 
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Reynold's goals and accolllplishlllents 
make hhn Ranger of the Week 
Tom Reynolds sits at his desk in the student life office 
by Lisa Climer 
·. Admini.styri.ng progra!ll~ . . 
ran~ng f~6JD residence halls fo . 
- I '" • ' ' • 
career services to campus min-
istry, and many things in be-
tween is a tall order. 
Tom Reynolds, vice presi-
dent for student life, manages 
these and a multitude of other 
campus programs. He is also 
responsible for food service, 
security, discipline, .athletics, 
counseling, health services, fit-
ness services, and student ac-
tivities. "One of my goals is to 
fmd new opportunities to col-
laborate with our faculty and 
academic programs on new 
projects to serve students." It is 
his goals for the future and his 
past and present accomplish-
ments with student life at Regis 
that make him this issue's 
Ranger of the Week. 
. . Reyn~f~ ~~s~ hea,ds" t~e 
Leadership program, whiCh he . 
feels "supplements academic 
experiences by providing stu-
dents with a range of personal 
experiences anC: an opportunity 
to focus on their own develop-
ment." Since his arrival at Regis 
last year, he has brought new 
aspeCts to the program, such as 
internships and academic 
course requirements. 
Reynolds also encourages stu-
dents in the program to do 
volunteer work with the home-
less, literacy, or another field of 
their choice. 
Reynolds, now in his 
second year at Regis, came 
from Loyola Marymount 
University in Los Angeles 
where he spent ten years in a 
similar administrative position. 
He received his undergraduate 
degree from Loyola 
Marymount and attended 
graduate school at UCLA. 
In his free time he enjoys 
family trips, picnics and watch-
ing his two children compete in 
sports. Reynolds' attitude 
toward Regis is a positive one 
that focuses on today, but an-
ticipates great things for tomor-
row. "I like Regis because it 
gives me an opportunity to 
spend time with students in all 
their activities. The strength of 
Regis is its students." But 
another strength is Reynolds 
himself, and that is why he has 
been chosen for this honor. 
Dance program striving for acceptance at Regis 
By Dyanna DeCola 
Can dancing actually be 
wild, creative, exciting and off 
the wall? Well, according to 
Dana Nugent Aylesworth danc-
ing is just that and a great deal 
more. Aylesworth, director 
and instructor of the dance 
-program here at Regi&, en-
courages even the non-dance 
majors to become involved in 
the system. "We welcome 
everyone, its not just a profes-
sional program of dance." 
Between Aylesworth, 
Polly Motley and Margo Law, 
four dance courses will be of-
fered to the general public in 
the spring. The courses-will be 
offered as a 3-credit humanity 
elective course. "We're trying 
to get the student body more in-
volved with the dance program 
here," she states. Repeatedly, 
she conveyed . desires for new 
faces. "We're not intimidating 
or threatening, we are very ac-, 
cepting ahd open to a wide 
range of people." 
The three instructors, 
along with ten prospective 
dance majors camefrom Loret-
to Heights this year. "We're just 
now starting to feel comfort-
able," Aylesworth states. The 
transition was tough and 
frustrating for everyone in-
volved. "The dust is now set-
tling, and Regis is beginning to 
\ee\ \ike our borne; &he &aid. ln 
the beginning the dancers ex-
pr~ssed feelings of isolation 
from the Regis student body, 
whereas at Loretto Heights the 
students were very accepting, 
"Everyone knew about us at 
Loretto, and we would like that 
establishment to develop here 
also," Aylesworth states. 
One of the ways in which 
the. dance program is striving 
for this establishment is the 
creation of an upcoming studio 
dan_ce concert. The concert will 
be presented on November 6, at 
8:00p.m., in the Regis theater. 
"We want to spark the com-
munity and generate curiosity," 
she., states. The studio concert 
will act as a teaser for the main 
perlormance which will be 
presented December 2, 3 and 4. 
The studio concerts are open to 
anyone who wishes to try out. 
"The non-majors often compli-
ment the majors in the perfor-
mances," she adds. During the 
performances one of the main 
_ goals of all the dancers is 
audience interaction, "We want 
the audience to become in-
volved with the concerts." 
Another method the 
dance program is using to 
create a connection with stu-
dents is the dance courses men-
tioned before. Jazz, modern 
and ballet will be the three 
categories offered. "No train-
ing is necessary, absolute begin-
ners are welcome." Also, new 
talent is often discovered in the 
dance courses, "Frequently we 
fmd ourself not only teaching 
the beginner, but also learning 
from them," Aylesworth stres-
ses. Overall, the desires of the 
. dance program is to let people 
know what they are all about, 
and as Aylesworth states, "We 
want to grow, expand and let 
· others benefit from as much as 
possible." 
Fall telefund vvell undervvay 
The Regis College An-
nual Fall Telefunq is unde.rwax. 
"Students, faculty and staff are 
encouraged to volunteer to 
make calls to alumni, parents 
and friends of the college to 
help reach the goal of$225,000," 
said Assistant Director of 
Alumni Relations Ruth Jer-
man. 
To date, nearly 900 in-
dividuals have pledged support 
totaling more than $120,000. 
This success, in large part, 
comes from a challenge grant 
issued by an anonymous alum-
nus and her family. They will 
match, dollar-for-dollar, all 
new and increased support 
from Regis alums. 
"This challenge has been 
a powerful incentive for greater 
support from alumni so far this 
year, and it's certainly one of the 
keys in allowing us to meet our 
$375,000 alumni annual fund 
goal," comments Bob Schmitz, 
vice president of development 
and public affairs. "Equally as 
crucial, though, in helping us to 
achieve this goal is the time our 
volunteers put into the project. 
Without their generosity of time 
and effort, none of this would be 
possible." 
The telefund takes place 
Monday through Thursday 
nights in the Old Coffee House, 
in the basement of Carroll Hall. 
The telefund runs through Nov. 
10. If you or your organization 
would like to volunteer, please 
contact Ruth Jerman at x3545. 
a recent graduate of the dance program 
with a professional company in New York City 
Crowded~ House 
concert cancelled 
·.r ~ · .. :~'\;1r.~:,~. . 
by Willia~)lnier -~. ~.- ,v ~' 
Fate has once again inter-. 
vened 'to frustrate the attempts 
Regis makes at putting itself 
back on the concert map. It 
seems that Crowded House 
won't be stopping here this 
November after all, or 
anywhere else for that matter. 
The progressive pop band 
has postponed its national tour 
till spring, but they aFe still con-
firmed to play in our fieldhouse 
when they decide to hit the . 
road. 
Three weeks ago, Deb 
Waldman, student executive 
board vice president for 
program council, confirmed the 
band's appearance here, but a 
contract had not yet been 
signed. Crowded-House can-
celed its tour two weeks ago for 
undisclosed reasons. 
Waldman says she still 
wants to get a well-known band 
on campus this semester, but 
finding one at this late date in 
the fall concert season will be 
difficult. 
Masssched 
Cam!JUS Ministry has 
begun to ofk; a 7:30 a.m. Mass, 
Monday through Friday in the 
Sangre De Cristo chapel. Fr. 
David Clarke will be the usual 
presider with occasional assis-
tance from Frs. Jack Teeling 
and Ralph Houlihan. A 
monthly schedule for the 7:30 
. a.m. Mass will be posted on the 
bulletin board in the hallway 
outside the chapel next to the 
12:10 Mass schedule. 
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' National Alcohol Awareness Week celebrated at Regis-
by Katie Masterson 
This past week, October 
17-20, Regis and other colleges 
across the nation, held the an-
nual National Alcohol Aware-
ness Week. It's main focus is to 
educate about alcohol, and 
"emphasize to students on what 
they're putting into their bodies 
and to. take ·it cautiously" Jim 
McCormick said. 
sponsored by Parkside. There 
was small attendance at all the 
lectures. Student Tammy Rol-
loff remarked about Tuesday's 
speech, "It was a nasty turnout. 
I was really embarrassed for the 
school". Steve Ranney, a youtll 
speaker and counselor at 
Parkside, was the guest speak& 
Thursday. His speech was to 
focus on the treatment process, 
it's follow-up and relapse. His 
main message is that "the 
awareness is there, it's just a 
matter of people's choice. It's 
the problems (with job, school, 
home, etc.) people encounter 
that a lot of times, will bring 
about an alcohol problem." 
McCormick feels it is not 
a realistic view to say " Don't 
drink", yet at least taking 
precautionary measures and 
education on what alcohol does 
will allow one to drink more 
responsibly. "A vast majority of 
damages in the residence halls 
are related to drinking. It's a 
major problem for us," says Me-
Cormick on the numb 
t d . . er of 
repor ~ di~Cidents related to 
excessiVe rinking here 0 pus. ncam. 
. . Many different groups 
participated with AI h co ol 
Awareness Week. SaraH 
. em. 
mmg says that ideas for mo 
. re 
prOJects related to alcohol 
ahwarene_ss ~e in progress for 
t e contmlliDg year. A lot of activities have 
gone on during the week. The 
kick- off Monday for the week 
was a balloon launch, spon-
sored by BACCHUS. Sara 
Hemming, R.A. in O'Connel 
Hall, said that many colleges 
across Colorado participated in 
the launch at noon. 
Fairhurst named new vice president 
for administration 
All week in the student 
center, information booths 
were set up to help educate 
people about alcohol. These 
booths provided different types 
of information relating to al-
cohol and substance abuse. 
Monique Wiggins, resident 
director of DeSmet, along with 
many contributors, set up a wall 
display titled "Regis Remem-
bers .. . ". The display repre-
sented the the last 9 months of 
alcohol related accidents. 
Christy Boone, R.A. in DeSmet 
and a contributor to the wall, 
said " I hope that our memorial 
wall will have an impact on the 
students and faculty to be more 
espOllSible when theY. dt:ink. 
The names are proof (of what 
can happen when you are not) ." 
Three lecture speeches 
were given during the week, 
by Janet Emlich 
By the end of this month, 
Regis will have its new vice 
president for administration. 
Mr. Stanley Fairhurst, formerly 
Vice President for Business and 
Finance at Gonzaga University, 
has been chosen for this posi-
tion. 
Karen Webber, assistant 
vice president for administra-
tion, has coordinated the efforts 
of the directors in this area. 
Webber stated that they were 
looking for an "individual with 
solid administrative experience 
in higher education with a clear 
understanding of fmance and 
computer systems--specifically 
the integrated data base like we 
have." 
Fairhurst met these 
qualifications, and has also 
spent a number of years in a 
REGIS SQUARE DRY CLEANERS 
ANY GARMENT * 
Pre-Pay/No Limit 
PANTS SKIRTS 
JACKETS $1.25 BLOUSES 
SWEATERS COATS 
SHIRTS PLAIN DRESS 
CLEANED AND PRESSED 
Exclusi·~~-. .. Just North of K-Mart 
Jesuit seminary, giving him a 
clear understanding of Jesuit 
institutions and their mission. 
Fairhurst will be taking 
over Dr. Robert Kaffer's posi-
tion, who is now Chief Execu-
tive Officer at the Loretto 
Heights campus. Kaffer, who 
has been with Regis College 
since 1980, was the college's 
first advice president for ad-
ministration. 
Webber feels that the 
operation is moving really 
smoothly and is looking for-
ward to his arrival. 
Studio dance concert Nov. 4 
The first Regis College 
Studio Dance Concert--a con-
tinuation of a tradition started 
at Loretto Heights--will be 
presented Nov. 4 at 8:00p.m. in 
the Regis theater. 
This dance concert will 
consist largely of student 
choreograph)', but also includes 
dances by graduated students 
and faculty members. All Regis 
students, staff and faculty will 
be asked to make a $1 donation 
at the door and a $2 donation is 
asked of the general public. 
Any proceeds go to re-estab-
lishing the Dance Club and 
towards college dance festivals. 
The Studio Concerts have 
typically been opportunities for 
students to try out new ideas 
and experiment choreographi-
cally. While faculty pieces are 
often a part of these concerts, 
they remain foremost a forum 
for the dance students, and an)'-
thing can (and does) happen. 
Margo Law, an instructor 
for the dance program at Regis, 
said "While the dances in these 
concerts do not usually have a 
final polish or the perfect cos-
tume yet, they do offer an ex-
citement, a vitality, and a 
newness that can charm even 
the most demanding perfec· 
tionist. The intimate space of 
the Regis theater and the infor· 
mal attitude of the dancers will 
be working to create an in· 
elusiveness--making the 
audience feel involved in and 
even responsible for the disp\a~ 
of dance before them.' 
A free preview of this con· 
cert will be presented Nov.l in 
the student cafeteria from 12:30 
till1:00 p.m. For moreinforma· 
tion, call Margo Law at 7~ 
1774. 
A creative reflection on Casino Night 
Brent Elston 
j ~ 
The marriage_ parlor was a popular spot during the Casino Nioht 
sponsored by Czrcle K International o· 
. ANY KIND ot 
CHECKS CASHED 
OMpen 7 Days A Week No LD. Required 
CNISA 
Mailbox Rentals Money Orders Only ~.25 
FAXServtce 
51st & Federal 
433-9172 
Reduced Rates with Student I.D. 
West~m Union 
Sends Money 
In a Hurry 
Don't \\lorry 
Casino Night gets 'em a 
grinnin'. It brings 'em in to that 
wonderful spot--that lovely and 
festive Regis cafeteria--to just 
get completely giddy, immersed 
within a pseudo-gambling at· 
mosphere of general corrup· 
tion. 
There were Christmas 
lights glowing. Seasonal. 
There were security guards 
brooding. Terrific. Therew~re 
many happy peppy folks WID· 
ning . Marvelous. So~e 
dressed for the occasion. Spif· 
fy. Others refrained for no 
reason. Casual. 
What factors made 
Casino Night a success? Ac-
cording to Freshman George 
Ward "The casino was well· 
run b~t the auction could have 
' There been organized better. . 
could have been better pnzes, 
but I had lots of fun. I became 
quite the giddy one." Shawn 
Tassone revealed th~t h~ w~ 
"pleased with the dtverstty 
the group that attended." 
Seriously, though, th~nks 
for the innovative eventng, 
Circle K International. Qurf 
. h return o populous awatts t e 
. next year. 
this gambling spree 
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Students elect Bush/ Quayle in Regis poll 
byCraigScott SHOWDOWN '88 
When Regis students 
were polled last week as to 
whom they would vote for presi-
dent of our country, the 
Bush/Quayle ticket won in a 
landslide. 
Sixty-six percent said they 
would vote for the Republican 
ticket. That was almost a 3-1 
margin over the 22% casting 
votes for Dukakis/Bentsen. 
Fifteen percent voted for 
someone outside the two main 
candidates--primarily for 
Democrat Jesse Jackson or In-
dependent John Anderson. 
The poll covered 105 stu-
dents--or approximately 10% 
of the traditional student body. 
It was taken Tuesday of last 
week in the cafeteria, snack bar 
and library. 
Dr. Terry Schmidt, politi-
cal instructor here at Regis said 
"There are a number of ex-
planations for the large Bush 
following." He cited the nation-
al student trend to think in 
materialistic terms and follow 
the status quo when all is going 
well for them as one reason. He 
also indicated that the back-
ground (middle and upper mid-
dle class) of the students is 
probably largely Republican, 
which could still have a strong 
effect on voting preference. 
Photography 
reception held 
by Christina Bazarian 
A reception for manipula-
tive photographer John 
Dziadecki took place this past 
Friday in the basement of Main 
Hall. Dziadecki, a photog-
raphy instructor and profes-
sional artist from Boulder, 
displayed his unique style of 
photography to a small group of 
art enthusiasts. 
An admirer of Ansel 
Adams, Dziadecki's works 
focus primarily on nature, but 
with an unusual twist of altering 
reality to suit his imagination. 
"I photograph whatever 
attracts me. It's like choosing 
what you want to wear, you pick 
out what interests you." 
As for advice to those in-
terested in the field of photog-
raphy, Dziadecki has only one 
thing to say, "All you can do is 
work. If you really want it, you 
have to work for it." 
John Dziadecki displayed some of his work at the reception held 
for him recently in Main Hall 
Schmidt went on to point 
out that recent years have seen 
"a stratification in society as a 
whole in regards to respon-
sibilities toward other people." 
He suggests that Dukakis has 
been largely unable to convince 
society that there is a need for 
0 n Election Day, November 8th, students have an unprecedented opportunity to shape our nation's course on such issues as arms 
control,joreign policy, the environment, the family, the economy 
and civil rights. As a service to student voters, the National Student 
Campaign for Voter Registration offers this guide to the positions of the 
Democratic and Republican candidates for President, Michael Dukakis 
and George Bus h. 
income redistribution. 
Schmidt also pointed to 
Bush's successful emphasis on 
patriotism and national security 
as another factor contributing 
to the Bush popularity with stu-
dents at Regis. 
I DEFENSE & FOREIGN POLICY 
DUKAKIS BUSH 
Ending nuclear YES NO 
weapons testing 
Increased funding for NO YES the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (Star Wars) 
MX Missile NO YES 
Production of NO YES 
chemical weapons 
Tougher economic YES NO 
sanctions against 
South Africa 
Military aid to the 
Nicaraguan contras NO YES 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
Perhaps even more 
surprising than Bush's lead over 
Dukakis was the number of stu-
dents who said they planned to 
vote in the Nov. 8 election. 
Sixty-eight percent (71 of 105) 
said they would cast a ballot in I 
the presidential race. 1-~--------~ 
However, 30% said they would 
not be voting and 2% did not 
know. 
Though the poll appears 
to show a clear lead for the Bush 
camp, it is far from being scien-
tific. The random sample in-
cluded 69 males and 36 females. 
Freshman composed 34% of 
those polled; sophomores 30%; 
juniors 23%; seniors 12%; and 
unknown 1%. 
Acid 
Rain 
Clean 
Water 
New 
Nuclear 
Reactors 
Offshore 
Oil Drilling 
THE ECONOMY 
Deficit Reduction 
Plan (first priority) 
Increased 
income taxes 
Minimum wage 
increased to $4.55/hr. 
LAST 
RESORT 
YES 
• 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
DUKAKIS 
Equa l Rights YES Amendment 
Constitutional NO amendment to 
prohibit abortion 
Universal Voter YES 
NO 
NO 
BUSH 
NO 
YES 
NO 
Registration Act POSITION 
I THE FAMILY 
Child Care 
Parental Leave 
Increased federal YES YES 
student loans 
Guaranteed basic 
health insurance YES NO 
The poll was conducted 
by the Brown and Gold student Sources: Candidottc position papus, 1988 Dt!lfiOCraric NatiCIIQ/ PliJtfcrm , 1988 Rtcpublican National Plarfcrm. The Ne w Yart Timo & Tfre Wqrhi•w oa Pan. Produced by The NatioiUIIStudentCamJXIignfor Voter Registration, 215 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Washington, D.C. 20003 (202)546-9707. NSCVR is aproject ofthe Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs) 
newspaper. 
MCSModel78 
Computer 
• 256 K of Ram 
• AT style keyboard 
• Double sided. double 
density floppy drive 
• High quality case with 
security lock and 
function lights 
OPTIONS: 
A) Amber tilt swivel monitor with 
Hercules compatible graphics cord $149.00 $349.00 B) 14" Color Monitor with color graphics cord 
Micro Computer Systems 
Locally owned & operated stnce 1978 
2510 East Arapahoe 
Littleton, Colorado 80122 
(303) 721-1681 
500 East Oak Street 
Fort Coll ins, Colorado 80524 
(303) 221-1955 
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Ghosts and legends about Regis College 
., 
T~E SENSE OF ~O.REBODIN G. Carroll Hall stands tall and mystic, quite a por-
tentw~s structure remzmscent of Hollywood's famous Munster family home, thanks to 
~he skillful/ photography of Kevin Norris. How many students have actually wandered 
zts halls? Are there really spirits there? Do tunnels really exist beneath it? What exact-
ly is that red light on the inside of the east wing? 
ALL FHEE! 
In Support of 
NATIONAL ALCOHOL 
AWARENESS WEEK 
West Hall Lounge 
Saturday 
October 29th 
7 pm 7 am 
Prizes & Raffles 
FOOD&FUN 
A Variety of Movies! 
by Lisa Climer 
Although it is pretty hard 
to prove that there are ghosts 
roaming Regis College, ghostly 
legends abound. Through the 
years many people have had 
some rather eerie experiences-
-some downright bone-chilling. 
Lights going on and off on the 
condemned upper floors of 
Main Hall where there are no 
lights or power is a 
phenomenon that has been wit-
nessed by•many people through 
the years. This could be ex-
plained by an electrical short in 
one of the old wires, or ..... . 
Candles and apparitions of 
bodies passing by windows of 
the upper two floors have also 
been spotted by students and 
campus security. This could be 
explained by bums sneaking in, 
or even by students looking to 
scare, or be scared, or ...... . 
Campus security guards 
have reported hearing 
footsteps on Main's upper 
floors, and finding no one there. 
In one particular instance, a 
security guard heard footsteps 
walking the full length of third 
floor between four-thirty and 
five o'clock one morning. A 
thorough check of the floor 
turned up nothing. According 
to the guard, "Nobody cou\d 
have gotten in or out." In 
another case the same guard 
was called to Main Hall to 
respond to a student wh 
. - owas 
operatmg the switchboard Th 
student insisted that she · e 
. h saw a pnest at t e end of the hall way 
and that he ran out. The guard 
said the hallway was not well 
lit, but he would not discount 
her story. 
Other thoughts for your 
sleepless nights could include 
the cemetery that once exist d 
where Regis High Schooleis 
today. Of course, the bodies 
were exhumed and moved else-
where, but perhaps the spirits 
still linger. And for all of you 
West J:lall residents, heard any 
late mght carpentry in room 
109? The room is vacant this 
year, but past residents have 
reported lights turning on and 
off and doors opening themsel-
ves. More than one person has 
said that the room has a spirit 
and it has since been blessed. ' 
For the grand finale, there 
is the legend of old ofthe exor· 
cism of a male student in Main 
Hall. This dates back to the 
days when Regis was contained 
by Main Hall alone. The legend 
says that a priest in a nearby 
room died during the exorcism. 
Now that you know some 
o£ the cam11us legends, you can 
decide for yourself. Are they 
myth, fact, exaggeration, im· 
agination or ... 
Wordsearch by Paul Hiller 
It was the best of games, it was the worst of games. All items 
are located up, down, or diagonally, forward or backward. Items 
~f more than one word will not necessarily be found in one straight 
line, but the words in each such item will be connected to one 
another. One has been done for you. 
Monster Mash 
All Saints 
Mall Crawl 
Houdini 
Costume 
Fright Night 
u s s 
A L 0 
D U 0 
D 0 R 
E S S 
T L H 
N L 0 
Hallow's E~e 
Pink Palace 
Haunted House 
Masks 
Headless 
Jack O'Lantern 
U A U N K N 0 I M 
A 0 D E 
H 0 I U 
s T N I 
H 0 I M 
A E H A 
D G N I 
c 
R 
A 
w 
L 
N 
A L A P 
L M 0 N 
S L L A 
N U M L 
L 0 W s 
I H S E 
E 
u 
s 
I 
J 
E 
H 
s 
Reqis Ghosts 
The Shining 
Unknown 
Undead 
L L J K 
T N A L 
w s c N 
N T K w 
I s 0 
0 
N 0 0 
N 
I H w 
K 
G N N G 
I E u H 
E R R T 
s K F N 
K ·o L G 
v E s 
c 
H G I T 
Halloween Week in Preview 
by Paul Hiller 
This is important! The 
yearly onslaught of events has 
fallen down from the seasonal 
full moon and landed all over 
the place at Regis and else-
where. Provided in order 
below are narrative descrip-
tions of those events advertised 
or happening around Regis this 
Halloween weekend, starting 
plorer Post. They'll be portray-
ing a variety of creatures and 
characters in the name of com-
munity service. 
Tomorrow the Regis 
forensics team travels to 
Colorado Springs to compete in 
a tournament hosted by 
Colorado College. Plenty of 
tricks and treats! · 
the trip! 
Remember the Rocky 
Horror Picture Show about the 
eccentric newlyweds who en-
counter transsexual aliens? A 
regular midnight attraction at 
the Ogden downtown, Rocky 
comes to Regis at lOpm Mon-
day, October 31, so you still get 
plenty of time to sleep and 
dream about him afterwards. 
NOT the usual $4, but only $1 
here! Sponsored by the PAC, 
it's in the science amp. Come 
costumed! 
Next Tuesday is the All 
Saints' Mass at 4:45p.m. in the 
Sangre de Cristo chapel. Or-
ganized by Campus Ministry, it 
will be located in the basement 
of Carroll Hall. 
Also organized by Cam-
pus Ministry is the All Souls' 
Memorial Mass next Wednes-
day, dedicated to the souls of 
friends and family, at 12:10 p.m. 
in the Sangre de Cristo chapel. 
with today: 
The Great Pumpkin Con-
test entries are due at noon 
today in the Marriott cafeteria. 
Winners of the carving spree 
will be announced tonight in the 
cafeteria during P AC's weekly 
Thursday Thrills event (which, 
by the way, is a command return 
performance of hypnotist Jim 
Wand at 9p.m.! !) Sponsored by 
Marriott food service, the 
pumpkins should be fun to look 
at. Too bad their fliers were 
misspelled, though: what's a 
'pumkin"? 
Also tomorrow some 
Regis Alpha Sigma Nu mem-
bers are traveling to their na-
tional triennial convention at 
Georgetown University in 
Washington D.C. for the 
weekend. Even more tricks 
going on there these days! 
Hallo-ween has a fascinating history 
Alpha Sigma Nu is selling 
goldfish at least through dinner 
tomorrow, and maybe through 
next week, in the student center 
lobby. At $1.00 apiece, we think 
these beautiful, quiet fish have 
been enchanted for the Hal-
loween weekend, possibly by 
the lost ghosts of the Pink 
Palace. But they .ark cute. 
This evening at 4 p.m. in 
the Life Directions Center is 
the presentation of "Adult 
Children of Alcoholics," by Dr. 
Susan Richardson. Located in 
the classroom there, the lecture 
is part of the Regis All College 
Lecture Series and is sponsored 
by the Personal Counseling 
Center. 
Tonight at dinner, prac-
tice wearing your costume for 
Friday and win a night for 2 in 
Vail for doing it! Sponsored by 
Marriott, the costume contest 
will take place at dinnertime in 
the Marriott cafeteria, and 
judging will be at 5:30 p.m. 
Winners of this contest will also 
be announced tonight during 
Jim Wand's show. 
Also tonight Regis CKI 
members, last seen presenting 
Casino Night two weeks ago, 
will be helping out at the KOOL 
Nightmare Village II at North 
Valley Mall to help raise funds 
for the Thornton Police Ex-
Then tomorrow night is 
the second · annual 
MORP/Monster Mash Bash, 
sponsored by the Regis 
Rangers basketball team. 
Going from 8p.m. to 12 mid-
night, costumes save you a buck 
at the door! Otherwise, 3 big 
ones (dollars .ark big ones to 
most students) will get you in. 
The good ol' "Sound and Fury" 
band returns to the Regis stage, 
and drink specials Vl~ll be in ef-
fect (as special as they can get.) 
One advertising poster in 
Loyola requests: "Guys-- Dress 
Like Girls. Girls--Dress Like 
Guys." We'll see. 
Saturday night i£ Fright 
Night in the West Hall main 
!obby! Again the movies (and 
heads!) roll. Again the food 
(and blood!) flows. This is not 
the best time to be caught eating 
pizza, as the horror movie-fest 
starts at 3:30p.m. with "Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre." The rest 
of the flicks start at 7p.m. and go 
until 7a.m., including "Evil 
Dead II," "The Exorcist" (a fine 
Jesuit classic), "Fright Night," 
"Nightmare on Elm Street," 
"Lost Boys," and all-time 
favorite "Dawn of the Dead." 
Sunday Senator Dennis 
Gallagher of the communica-
tions department is featured in 
the Capitol Hill Haunted 
House Tour, open to the public. 
Sponsored by the Capitol Hill 
United Neighborhoods, Inc., 
the tour starts at 5p.m. at the 
Molly Brown House, located at 
1340 Pennsylvania. Cost is $10 
per person, but you know Gal-
lagher will make it well worth 
What scares yau the most? 
by Christina Bazarian 
Freshman Brian Politz, 
'Everyone at 38th and Meade, 
including Kimo" 
Freshman Patty Dreitz, 
"Yogurt on my windshield" 
Sophomore Carina Reid, 
'Crickets" 
Freshman Andrea 
Bacigalupo, "The python snake 
at 38th and Meade" 
Freshman Sally Thompson, 
'My phone bill" 
Senior Dan Bishop, "My ex-
girlfriend" 
Senior Keith Adams, 
"Democrats that golf" 
Junior Dean Connelly, "The 
Denver Police department" 
Sophomore Jerri Malia, 
"Dean's feet" 
Sophomore Chris Palmer, 
"A Vivarin hangover" 
Junior Christy Boone, 
"Squashed peas from SAGA" 
Sophomore Leslie Koltys! 
"Dan Bishop driving my Suzuki 
Samurai" 
by Beth Stone 
Once again that leering, 
chilling, monster-bashin' time 
of year is here. Halloween in 
modern America is little kids 
Trick- or-Treating and "big 
kids" smashing their riotous, 
costumed selves into one small 
corridor of a chilly outdoor mall 
year after year. 
When Halloween first 
began, it was part of an intense-
ly religious pagan ritual. 
November 1 was the feast of 
New Year then and it was 
believed that the night before, 
the souls of all who had died 
that year were freed from the 
animal forms they were forced 
to inhabit the entire year. 
However, sacrifices had to be 
made to free each soul. In an-
cient times human beings were 
thrown onto great bonfires for 
this purpose, then with the 
event of Roman Law, cats 
(especially black ones) and 
other small animals were 
sacrificed instead. 
Centuries later, in 
Catholic tradition, Pope 
Gregory IV decreed that 
November 1 was to be univer-
sally observed in honor of all 
saints who had died with or 
without official church recogni-
tion of their sanctity. Because 
November 1 was the feast of so 
many holy saints, it was believed 
that the night before was the 
most opportune time of the year 
for witches and warlocks and 
ghouls to swarm out of their 
nasty corners of the world and 
frighten people with all of the 
wickedness they could muster. 
It was also traditional on the eve 
of All Soul's day, the day follow-
ing All Saints, for the churches 
Staff • II 
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Kelly Murphy 
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Jody Meckley 
Jeff Gertz 
Dyanna DeCola 
to display their holy relics in 
honor of the saints. Poorer 
churches could not afford !'uch 
relics so members of the 
parishes dressed up as various 
angels, saints, and devils and 
paraded merrily about the 
churchyards instead. 
It was also a custom for 
the children of a town to skip 
from house to house and offer 
to fast for a certain soul in 
return for money or an offering 
of food. They would cry, "Soul! 
Soul! for a soul-cake. One for 
Peter two for Paul three for 
them that made us all!" 
Several stories exist which 
explain the tradition of carving 
out pumpkins, but the mythical 
ones are the most interesting. In 
an old Irish legend, a stingy, 
putrid drunk named Irish Jack 
met up with the devil one gray 
and windy night. He tricked 
gullible old Lucifer into climb-
ing into an apple tree and 
marked a cross in the trunk so 
he couldn't get down. Jack then 
made the devil promise not to 
come after his soul when he 
died. Satan promised, and a lit-
tle while later Jack died. 
Jack swaggered up to 
Heaven's gate, but was turned 
away because he didn't do one 
good thing while he was alive. 
He then marched up to the 
gates of hell, expecting to be ad-
mitted, but the Devil was true to 
his word and wouldn't take his 
soul. Thus Jack was faced with 
wandering the earth eternally in 
search of a place to rest. As he 
was walking away from hell, the 
devil cast a red hot coal at Jack 
who placed it in the turnip he 
was eating. Jack has been 
wandering the planet ever since 
with his glowing turnip Jack-0-
Lantern lighting the way. 
~---------, 
4900 Lowell Blvd. BUSBY'S c 458-7401 I UQUOR I 
I $ .. 25 Off any ;.if( ~\' SIX pack of 1\ . f ~\c . ~~~~~ 
I Beer with ~~ c*'~P1:l?, 
I th. AD' ' - mQ:B~J IS • ,JJ ~'-;, 
I 
I 
I 
L!.D.s REQUIRED Expires November 3, 19881 
--------
''THURSDAY THRILLS'' 
In the 
RANGER STATION 
Jim Wand 
-Hypnotist 
November 27th 
"Watcher" 
November 17th 
Dave Rudolf 
November lOth 
Ranger Station 
Wear Costume 
Science Amp. $1 
Halloween, Oct. 31st, 10 pm 
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On Campus 
Lately 
Kim Connelly and Kevin 
Norris, what do you know about 
"penetrating commentary?" 
Linda Berth, was that you 
fighting with the mailbox last 
week? 
Sue Roughton, do you 
really want to go down to the 
hospital and ask the patients' 
parents for donations? 
Christina Beloud, Paul 
"Goose" Goessling, Bob 
Sweeney and Joe Runtz were 
four of the members of the 
championship intramural co-ed 
softball team. Speaking of 
softball, Andrew Scott, have 
you thrown yourself against any 
trees lately? 
Jim Foltner, are you com-
ing up with fishy ideas for Alpha 
Sigma Nu? 
Cherri Tester, can you 
pick up a telephone? . Patti 
wants to know. 
Kathleen Beutner, why 
are you heard screaming when-
ever Eric Hemmer is in the ex-
ecutive board office with you?! 
Meghan Stewart, why 
don't you know Senator 
Gallagher's political schedule a 
little better?! 
CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
SERVICES 
WordPro Word Processing. 
Metro Denver. Thrm papers, 
thesis, graphics, manuscripts, 
resumes. Letter quality. Pick 
up and delivery available. 
680-1680 
Accurate, fast typing for stu-
dents and faculty. Term 
papers, thesis, dissertations, 
resumes, manuscripts, spread-
sheets. Professional Work 
MC, VISA, AX. accepted. 7 
blocks from campus. Walker · 
Typing Service. Call4 77-4204. 
HELP WANTED 
Opportunity in the Travel 
Industry 
The #1 college tour operator is 
looking for an efficient 
responsible, and organized 
campus representative to 
market a Spring Break trip on 
campus. Earn free trips, and 
good commissions while gain-
ing great business experience. 
For more information call 
1-800-999-4300. 
Alaska now hiring. Logging, 
const., fishing, nurses, teach-
ers. etc. Excellent pay. For 
more information call 206-
7 48-7544 ext. A-349 
Part time cater help. Be great 
service. Flexible hours. Eve-
ning & Weekends. Need 
driver's li cense and own 
transportation. No experience 
necessary. $6.SO/hr. 777-9625. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES! 
$1.00 (U Repair) Foreclosures, 
'Pax Delinquent Property. Now 
Selling. This area! Call (Re-
fundable) 1-f:i18-4S9-3S64 
EXT H 3018 AB for listings. 
-· ;·I 
~ . 1 Papa C. Spea--~ 
by Craig Scott 
Ten things that scare me most . 
Most of us associate Halloween with very scary things. So, in 
order to get into the holiday spirit, I have compiled a list of the ten 
things that scare me most at Regis College. 
Lack of Toilet Paper-West Hall went a whole weekend void 
of our soft white friend. Personally, it has always scared me to think 
I might be trapped alone on the throne with only a trampled-on 
copy of the Sunday comics to serve as my salvation. 
Marriage-All around me, classmates like Carla Bollinger and 
Missy Castelli are signing their lives away. I have to ask if love is 
even worth the cost of the wedding set--let alone the wedding and 
honeymoon! Maybe being a guy gives me a slightly different 
perspective on the matter. 
Regis Computer Users-I am especially frightened ofthe up-
perclassmen who still think "software" means silky clothing and 
freshman who can't even figure out how to turn a computer on. 
What's worse is these are the same people who will unplug your 
computer in the middle of an unsaved 20 page report and ask "Now 
what does this funny-looking pronged thing do?" 
The Red Light In Carroll Hall-Have you ever noticed that 
mysterious glow coming from the window on the south side of the 
building? Yes, above the main entrance on the very top floor glows 
a little red light. Is it a ghost (the Holy Ghost, no less)? Is it a 
candle? Did some Jesuit leave his iron on? I'd like to know. 
Trish Dolan-Need I say more? 
Mystery Money-I find it rather scary that no one seems to 
know where most of the money at Regis goes. It just appears and 
disappears at will. It wouldn't be so bad if someone was just em-
bezzling it--but as it stands now, no one really seems to have any 
clue about it at all. Comforting, isn't it? 
lnsects-I find it scary to actually think that insects are a 
problem in our cafeteria. I know Regis is making a big push to aid 
the homeless this year, but housing cockroaches in the kitchen is 
just a little too much. Fortunately, at least this scary problem has 
apparently been corrected. 
Regis Ranger Mascot-The little man on the pub and on some 
of the athletic programs is really not adoring and cute--he is 
downright ugly. I have nightmares about this little man popping off 
the window, walking over to me, lassoing me with his rope, and then 
saying "Howdy, partner!" 
Switchboard Operators-It scares me to wonder where they 
wander off to every other time you try to call them. I really love 
them dearly, and it scares me to think they might have been kid-
naped or permanently locked in the bathroom. The only scarier 
thought is how many times people must call x4100 while no one is 
there. 
Graduation-Yes, graduation scares me. It gives me the chills 
not only because it means leaving the protective wings of Regis, but 
because I don't know how I'll manage to sit still during two hours 
of relatively long rhetoric. 
We all have things that scare us--at Halloween and year-
round. But being a little scared about things prompts us to ques-
tion them and investigate them. Learning that little "trick" is 
something from which we can all get a "treat." 
A NOTE FROM THE 
EDITOR 
Welcome to the age of 
Laser Print. About 75% of the 
copy you see in this edition--in-
cluding what you are reading 
right now-- was done on a state-
of-the-art LaserJet in th'e 
Brown and Gold offices. It is al-
most typeset quality, and it is 
considerably cheaper. The 
money wt.: can save with this 
new equipment will allow us to 
do a number of things to con-
tinue improving your student 
newspaper 
However, we don't have 
all the kinks worked out --but we 
are trying. In the meantime 
enjoy the paper and suppor~ 
our advertisers. we at the 
Bro';ll and Gold are happy to 
proVIde our readers with this 
publication and the modern 
technology that makes it all pos-
sible. 
The Brown and Gold is published every other Th d 
except for ~xamination periods and major holidays. ~;;ic ay 
are located m 211 Student Center, Regis College, 3539 W. 50~~ 
Pkwy., Denver, CO 80221. Phone 458_4152 
Office hours are generally 9 a m to 1 · M T · · pm onda hursday. Closed on Fridays weekends h lid. . Y-
. d S . . , , o ays and exam 
peno s. ubscnptwn rates are $12/year fo ff 
'b Ad . . . r o campus sub-
sen ers. verttsmg mformation and rate d . 
. car s available 
upon request. Fm_al deadline for all copy is Monda 1 
the week of publication. Y, 0 a.m. 
Walt's World 
by Shawn 'Iassone 
Trick or treat 
Picture if you will, a frigid autumn's eveningwhe th 
wind sends brittle leaves tossing through the air. Spo~~~ fr 
Carroll Hall shine on the dead branches of trees castmg' h d om 
. fi h saows like boney mgers on t e concrete walkways, and you a ion 
on your way from the science building to West Hall. evoyager 
Dead leaves swirl around your feet as you turn up the walkw 
towards the student center. Your sojourn across the comm ~y 
1 . d . h h . ODS IS 
n.eghar y Tat IDl. -po~t klw en you catch a glimpse of motjon to your 
n t. urmng qutc y, you spy a umanoid figure sfowly lo · 
towards you, his running breaths make no dew in the air an~~~ 
casts no shadow. As you run towards your destination the blo d · 
your head booms a crimson crescendo in your ears. 
0 
m 
Charging by the student center, you bolt down the concrete 
steps to W e~t and your mo~entum ~e~d~ you crashing into the glass 
doors, causmg you to split your upper lip. The panic inside you 
~a uses a bur~ing sensation in you~ groin as you slam your room key 
mto the outstde door. As you swmg the door open you notice the 
beast rounding the building's southeastern corner. You push on 
down the hallway and upstairs to second floor. Pausing for a mo-
ment you look out the hallway window into the parking lot only to 
be greeted by the beast's gangrenous smile. 
"I hunger," the beast gargles as you flee to your room and slam 
the door shut. 
You collapse on your bed as the panic in your body subsides 
and sleep overwhelms you for an hour. Upon waking, you dismiss 
the occurrence as midterm anxieties and get up to turn on the light. 
Your bedroom door is not locked, yet you could've sworn you 
locked it earlier. Locking the door you hear a rustle of paper be· 
hind you. Turning slowly to the back of the room you see the image 
of the beast against the illuminated curtain. You flip the light switch 
on and the beast greets )'OU with a blood)' laugh. 
"Trick or treat," it gags and walks towards you. 
Your head starts spinning and your feet slide out from under· 
neath you as you feel the beasts breath on your ear. Before the 
darkness overtakes you, you ~ealize there are things worse than 
death, there is Hell on Earth. 
Some 'leaders' not invited 
To the Editor: 
I would like to address a concern I have heard around cam· 
pus about the visit of 1980 third party Presidential candidate John 
Anderson to the Regis campus. The concern does not have to do 
with the speakers presence on campus, this kind of event can only 
be good for Regis. The concern has to do with the dinner with the 
speaker before his speech. This dinner was in the Presidents 
Lounge with "campus leaders". As it turns out the only people there 
were the executive board, class officers, and head residence hall 
directors. I would not limit campus leaders to this group, in fact. I 
don't even count some of these people as campus leaders. As Pr~si­
dent of Alpha Sigma Nu at Regis College, I feel that our orgamza-
tion should have been represented. After several years of limited 
exposure on campus, this is the type of event we need to turn that 
situation around. To be excluded from this event is a big let down. 
I am curious who the people were that decided who would be in-
vited and who would not. If those people do not think that Alpha 
Sigma Nu represents leadership at Regis then they are very wrong. 
Sincerely, Philip A. Mixell 
President,AlphaSigma Nu, 
Regis College Chapter 
We Welcome Letters 
ur d' All corres-
ne welcome letters addressed to the e ttor. d 
· ed an pondence should be typed, double spaced, stgn ~ 200 
contain an address and phone number. Those less th .. 
· . . . b edited 1or 
words will rece1ve top pnonty. Letters may e . 't The 
length, grammar, spelling, punctuation and readabili y. d 
editor-in-chief shall make (inal decisions on all lett~~ b~o 
upon relevancy and space availability. Printed opuuons h 
. C liege or t e 
not necessarily reflect the views of RegiS 0 
Brown and Gold. 
Making the grade withaut pressure and pain 
don't think 1 bY Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D. c early or perform dency to highlight fa·l 
well when I ures, 
. you worry. Your losses and weak areas of per-
The alann sounds. "6 a.m. 
_I've really gotta hustle. I've 
gotta finish that outline, talk 
to Professor Jones, stop by the 
lab, read 100 pages for my 
noon psych class and be at 
work at 3 p.m." 
'lbday's college campuses 
are pressure cookers. In fact, 
the Nuprin Pain Report, the 
firSt national study on pain in 
America, documented that 
more people 18-24 suffer from 
stress and pain than any older 
group. 
As I've toured the country 
visiting college campuses, 
students tell me the most com-
mon causes of their stress are: 
too much to do, too little time; 
exams; money; relationships; 
interviews; family and career 
choices. 
So, get rid of stress. Right? 
Wrong. 
Stress is neither good nor 
bad. How you handle it can be. 
Learning to make stress work 
for you can help you concen-
trate better and think more 
clearly under pressure, have 
more energy, be more creative 
and make college more 
enjoyable. 
But many of us handle stress 
poorly. 
Some people panic and 
work too fast under stress. 
Others procrastinate. Neither 
response is productive and 
both are caused by what I call 
"sabotage thinking' ' -com-
mon reactions to stressful 
situations that work against 
rather than for you. 
Five common types of 
sabotage thinking are: "the 
gottas," "the worries," "the 
can'ts," "the uh ohs/oh nos" 
and "the don'ts.' ' 
The gottas usually occur 
when you think you have too 
much to do and too little time 
to do it. "I gotta study for two 
exams .. .. I gotta read two 
chapters . .. I gotta call finan-
cial aid about my loan .. . I got-
ta get a date for Friday 
night . .. " 
The gottas make everything 
seem harder than it really is. 
You get into the panic zone, 
rushing to get it all done. You 
Walk too fast, talk too fast , 
write too fast, eat too fast . You 
can't concentrate or think 
clearly. You make careless 
mistakes, blank out on exams 
and forget things you already 
know. Everything seems like a 
life or death proposition. 
Gaining control of your 
thinking will help turn 
desparation reactions into 
peak performance actions. 
Learning this early in life will 
be invaluable in the future, 
because no matter what you 
do or where you do it, there're 
always going to be things you 
gotta do . 
. Worring is the negative na-
tional pasttime. Everybody 
does it and very few find it is 
a Positive experience. You 
;::~n ~o.c;us is th~ worry, the formance. I call this highlight-
. 
0 What might happen ing the "uh ohs/on nos" 
If '' h' h . 
· · · ' w lC overwhelms Dwelling on past failures 
you, makes you feel depress- especially when they are no~ 
ed, reduces your energy, and representative of your total 
prevents you from getting performance will cause your 
your work done . ' C · stress to chmb and confidence o~lege students are big to fall, and serve as a rehear-
warners. That worry leads to sal for poor performance. 
stress ~nd college students are And college students are 
very big on stress. experts when it comes to re-
Remember this rule of living past failures and 
thumb: You can't control other creating unnecessary stress. 
people or external situations. To avoid stress caused by 
But you can control how well ''uh oh'' thinking, review 
you prepare for and respond to your current situation real-
them. In other words, you con- istically. Did you really do a 
trol your information, attiude lousy job or are you highlight-
and actions. ing and exaggerating the 
Get into the habit of antici- negative? If you did a poor 
pating prior to any pressure job, learn from it. Examine 
situation, whether it's an your thoughts and behavior 
exam, an interview, a date or that caused the poor per-
a tennis serve. Make a • 'worry formance. Plan and rehearse 
list,'' then change each worry how you will approach the 
(what if) to an anticipation same situation the next time. 
(if ... then). Leavingyourwor- When a similar situation 
ries behind by focusing on comes up again, review your 
what you can control enables past successes, not failures. 
you to concentrate your 
energy and perform at peak 
levels. 
The "can'ts" (I can't do 
all that . .. ) overwhelm us so 
that we do nothing but 
procrastinate. 
The solution for the can'ts 
sounds pretty simple, and it is. 
Big projects are made up of 
lots of small , doable steps. 
Overcome procrastination 
by remembering to turn the 
can'ts into can dos. Ask 
yourself, ' 'What can I do 
now?" And be sure that the 
direction you're moving in 
leads to your ultimate goal. 
Can do thinking and the 
positive actions that follow 
increase your confidence and 
composure and maximize your 
effectiveness. Pretty soon 
you're on a roll. 
Most people forget how 
good they are. They dismiss 
past successes and have a ten-
BLOOM 
COUNTY 
by 
Berke 
Breathed 
Finally, thinking about what 
you don't want to do can 
actually make it happen. It's 
like the golfer at the water 
hole. As she prepares to swing, 
she thinks, ''Don't hit it in the 
water." Where does it always 
go? Plunk - like radar- into 
the middle of the water. 
Let me explain why that 
happens. The mind is an 
incredibly powerful tooL 
Research shows that when you 
picture something in your 
mind the same pathways of 
your nervous system are being 
excited as they would be if 
you were really doing that ac-
tively. The body can't distin-
guish between an actual ex-
perience and a very clearly 
held picture in the mind. 
Thinking about' 'the don'ts ' ' is 
actually rehearsing failure. 
To overcome the don' ts, 
think about what you do want 
to do, rathe r than what you 
don't. In a pressure situation, 
visualize a win. How would it 
look? What would you be do-
ing? How would you be feel-
ing? Imagine it as clearly as 
possible. 
More young people experience 
pain than older people 
I MUSCLE lm, 62~ I'AINS I I STOMACH ~ '"' 62~ I'AINS I • Age 18·2• I Of:NTAl : .... ,. . ~Al liS j Age 65+ 
Many peak performers that 
I have interviewed in business, 
politics, medicine, law, the 
arts as well as in school use 
mental imagery to prepare for 
pressure situations. You can 
too. 
Dating contract calls 
for guaranteed sex 
(CPS) - Students at some 
500 campuses will soon be 
signing "contracts" that will 
obligate women to have sex 
with men if the men pay for 
their dates, at least if a part-
time chemist from Madison, 
Wisconsin, has his way. 
Roy Schenk, 58, says he's 
hoping to generate interest in 
his "dating contracts" by 
sending samples of them to 
'' 500 campus newspapers and 
some talk shows.' ' 
Students, Schenk explained, 
would sign the contract be-
fore going out. Its provisions, 
he hopes, would give the man 
who pays for the evening the 
right to decide if there'd be 
any sexual engagement ''dur-
ing or after the date.'' 
"Dating exists today as a 
form of prostitution,'' Schenk 
said. "I'm asking women to -
- either quit being prostitutes 
or be honest prostitutes.'' 
"I think the guy has a few 
psychological problems,' ' 
opined University of Wis-
consin - Ea u Claire senior 
Barbara Shay. 
Others have used stronger 
language to describe the 
document. 
In late September, the 
United Council- which lob-
bies in the state legislature 
on behalf of the student gov-
ernments at 13 UW system 
campuses- condemned the 
contract as sexist and 
offensive. 
Schenk, who conceded he's 
" not currently dating" 
anyone, contended everyone's 
not as hostile to the idea. 
"Basically, a lot of fella.<> · 
say, 'it makes sense, but I 
have a lot of trouble getting 
dates already without bring-
ing something like this up.' 
Women's reactions vary all 
over the place. Some,' ' Schenk 
claimed, "don't mind, and 
some are very offended." 
There are, he added, cir-
cumstances in which a woman 
wouldn't be ogligated to have 
sex with her date. "If people 
go Dutch treat, obviously, 
there is no commitment 
for sex.' ' 
On the other hand , " unless 
there is a contract at the start 
that the woman will pay for 
the next date, the only honor-
able thing for the woman to do 
is take off her panties and be 
sexual," said Schenk. 
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Regis loses to Metro, ends winning streak of 13 
by Kim Connelly 
Regis' nationally-ranked University of California-Davis 15-3, 15-3 and 15-2. The ment that winning doesn't al- Eldridge said. "It's so great to 
play at such a high level." volleyball team fell to Metro in an easy three 15-11, 15-8 and challenge finally came in the ways offer. 
State College Sunday afternoon 15-11. Next, the Rangers hard- last game of the tournament "By losing now, we can see 
in the finals of the Metro tour- ly gave their cross-town rival whenRegisfacedMetrotofight some things we need to work 
Regis doesn't always get 
to show-off their true abilities in 
quick wins like their 15-2, 15-8, 
15-10 win against Western State 
and their 15-0, 15-2. 15-6 win 
against Alaska-Fairbanks on 
October 16. 
nament, which ended the D .U. a chance to mark the for the tournament title. The on," sophomore quick-hitter 
Rangers' 13-game winning scoreboard as Regis won 15-2, match proved to be. an exciting Laura Eldridge said, "We're a, , 
streak. 15-6 and 15-3. test of will as it lasted a full five great team, so we'll be able to. 
"Metro played real well," The Rangers co~tinued to games. Although Metro's move pass this loss; to move o~ 
Regis' Coach Frank Lavrisha advance in the tour~ament as talen~ and skill is not at Regis' and play well." 
said. "Wedidn'tplaythetypeof theydefeatedEasternMontana level, Metro's effort and hustle The Rangers have faced The Rangers now hold a 
record· of 19-3 overall and an 
undefeated CDC r~cord of 6-0. 
Several Rangers lead the con-
ference in ·volleyball statistics 
also. Collette Freeman and 
Corrine Donnelly hold the first 
and second positions in attack 
percentage with .366. and .331 
respectively, while freshman 
Irene Arguelles is second in as-
sists with a 9.45 average. 
game we needed ... we didn't 15-2, 15-0 and 15-10. Texas really paid offas it earned them other tough opponents recently 
play smart enough." Women's U niversjty became the biggest win of their season. including a five-game victorious 
Regis, who was the team Regis' next victim as they "We got into their type of m~tch against Alaska-
unanimously picked to sweep downed Texas 15-6, 15-4 and game, which is not our most ef- Anchorage on October 14th. 
the tournament, stormed their 15-2. ficient," Lavrisha said. "We The Rangers executed their 
first five opponents for the The Rangers advanced didn't use our quick offense; highly skilled play in front of a 
weekend by winning after only into the playoffs in order to face there wasn't a lot of quick set- full gym of Regis fans, and the 
three games oi play in each U.C.-Davis again. · The op- ting." games proved to be exciting 
match. ponent 'did n'ot have the Butthislossisn'tasetback enoughtopullthecheeringfans 
At the outset of the strength or skill to match Regis, for the Rangers. They see it as to their feet. 
weekend's play, Regis took the who was victorious after three an opportunity for improve- "That game was so fun," 
Club volleyball grovving at Regis 
by Dyanna DeCola 
The game of volkyball is volleyball club last year, and team. "We definitely will be the 
growing tremendously across won the conference champion- darkhorse of the conference," 
the nation, including on the ship. A combination of factors states Scott Krueger. Krueger is 
Regis College campus. The brought him to Regis College, a returning starter and shows 
growth includes the new vol- and he plans on staying here. "I great confidence for the club's 
leyball club that was created enjoy working with the players, future, "I know we've got the 
last year. Frank Lavrisha, the they are a fun team to coach." talent, and after the previous 
head intercollegiate women's Along with great technical ad- tournament other teams do 
coach, helped get the club into vising, he brings enthusiasm too." He agrees with rest of the 
the Western Sky Conference, and organization. team in that they have a pos-
and also assisted with some "Sandy is a great improve- sibility of finishing in the top 
coaching. The volleyball club ment for us this year, he is what four, and beating C.U .'s #1 
competed last year in a few we needed," states John Me- team. 
tournaments, and only one this Donald, captain and president 
fall. of the club. The volleyball club 
The tournament this fall was without a coach last year, 
took place at Wyoming Univer- and feels very lucky to have him. 
sity on October 6. The team "Sandy is a great organizer and 
placed sixth out of 10 teams · authority figure. He 'is going to 
with a record of2 wins and 6los- be a tremendous key in our suc-
ses. The club walked into the cess," adds McDonald. Wong 
gym after only completing two stresses the fact that the club is 
practices this fall. "The team open to both men and women, 
,has improved tremendously and encourages new members. 
from last year, I'm real happy He states, "Wewa~ttdintegrate 
with their performance," stated volleyball into Regis' campus, 
Sandy Wong, Regis' new head · and up the awareness of the ._ 
coach. game." · 
Wong joined Regis tpis With the combination of 
year and has a coaching and Sandy Wong, neW freshmen, 
playing background of 16 exten- and the returning players, the 
sive years. He coached C.U.'s club has· potential to be a great 
The club practices on 
Monday and Wednesday even-
ings,j rom 8 to 10 p. m. in 
fieldhouse 5. They are hosting 
a tournament on November 6, 
and hope for a large turnout. 
Again, the club encourages 
anyone interested in having fun 
and developing new skills, at a 
competitive level to join as soon 
. as possible. The club is using the 
fall for a building block, and 
plans on reaching their peak in 
the spring. They also hope to 
create a United States vol-
leyball Association co-ed team 
for Regis College to keep vol-
leyball growing across the cam-
pus. 
Focus on. • • 
NAME: Jim Stringfellow 
CLASS: senior 
HEIGHT: 6'3" WEIGHT: 195 
MAJOR: Business MINOR: Accounting 
FAVORITE CLASS: Management with David Wilson 
SPORT: soccer 
GOAL FOR THE SEASON: to play my last game as a senior in 
Flf?_rid& (at Natjo~al-~). , • ·~ . , __ r_. -r, _ 
MOST RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENT: My men's amateur 
soccer team, the Comets beat the U.S. National soccer team 
this past sun1mer. 
FAVORITE SEASON: "Summer-- there's no school, I can sit 
out in the sun, and I can play soccer all day long." 
· I WOULD NEVER: drive my car on the left-hand-side-of the 
street 
WHEN I GROW-UP: I want to work for a public accounting 
firm, hopefully Ai-t~ur Apderson. 
"REAL MEN DON'T USE STRAWS," St~ingfellow's words to 
· live by. 
I WANT TO LIVE: in Denver 
FAVORITE .FOOD: hamburger 
PERSON I MOST ADMIRE: my dad 
A 'SPECIAL TALENT I'D LIKE TO HAVE: to play the guitar 
AN EVE~ THAT IMPACTED MY LIFE: going ~o nationals; I 
' • • . < learned that it takes liard work and discipline to get . to the top. 
~trarnurals_·_-~_-_·~·_·' ---~------- · ____ ._·.:·~,·~- ~-- -· ~--- -~-"·-· ~ -
Phil Biel aids his team, GlTHUTA, to a 6-0 win. 
Men's football 
' The final s'eason play on 
,, Tuesday night, Oct. 25, saw the 
two top men's. football' teams 
battle for a tough win . 
GITHUTA was ultimately the 
victor as they handed THE 
MACHINE a 6-0 loss. 
TOUCH HOLES defeated 
WANCS, and A.P.A.P.O.P. 
didn't show to challenge PEL-
VIC MISSIONARIES for the 
win. Tournament play began 
Wednesday, Oct. 26, and ends 
with the championship show-
down on Friday, Oct. 28. 
Co-ed softball 
The #1 seed 
ALLNITERS handled the fall 
co-ed softball tournament with 
ease as they beat #2 PEANUT 
DODES 18-3 for the cham-
pionship after first downing the 
P.E.'s 17-2. 
TV omen :S football 
Out of Control 
OC!DC 
4-1 
3-2 
Hellstreeters 
Bruisers 
3-3 
1-5 
I 
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Rangers boosted by 4-1 record 
over two weeks 
After a very disappointing 
month, the Regis soccer team 
was boosted in a big way by a 4-
1 record over the past two 
weeks of play. 
On Wednesday, October 
12, the soccer clnb played host 
to the University of Colorado--
Colorado Springs. The bright 
yellow Springs team was un-
doubtedly more colorfu~ but 
frorn the beginning the Rangers 
showed ' they were the better 
tearn. Mark Compton and Don 
Gallegos 'drove in two goals 
each with assists by Mike 
Napoli, Dan Jenkins, Gallegos, 
and Eric Hemmer. The fmal 
score: Regis 4 CUCS 0. 
Three days later, on the 
15th of October, the Rangers 
played host to the visiting Col-
lege of the Southwest. The 
Regis team began the game 
relatively slowly as they scored 
"only" three points in the ftrst 
half. Don Gallegos, Dan 
Jenkins, and Mike Adams each 
earned a goal while Mark Com-
pton assisted twice. 
The second half excite-
ment began when Southwest 
ftred in a sure goal. Fortunate-
ly for Regis, though, the goal 
frame saved the day, bouncing 
the ball straight down three 
times, then bouncing it out. · 
The Ranger team then · 
' proceeded to punch five · · 
straight goals past the suddenly 
deflated Southwest team. Dan 
Jenkins, Jon Destefano, and 
senior fullback Jim Stringfellow 
each scored a goal while Eric 
Hemmer put two goals past the 
defenders. Dan Jenkins and 
Matthew Mills each had one as-
sist. Mark Compton assisted 
twice. The runaway final: Finally the Regis team . 
Regis 8 Southwest 0. met Grand Canyon College in 
The Rangers then what was described as a "very 
proceeded to produce a third physical game." The Rangers 
consecutive shutont against came out on the short end 2-1. 
Colorado Baptist University. Scott Kramer provided an un-
The Rangers totally dominated assisted goal for Regis. 
t~e game. Scoring was by Don The Regis Rangers have 
Gallegos, Dave Woessner, Jim two more soccer games to play 
Stringfellow, and Mauricio Del before beginning NAIA tour-
. Valle Prieto. Don Gallegos nament play on November 4-5. 
'provided the lone assist. The On Saturday, October 29, the 
fmal: Regis 4 Colorado Baptist hometown team plays host to 
0. the Air Force Academy at 1:00 .. 
This past weekend the On Tuesday, November 1, one 
Rangers headed into the da.y after Halloween, th!f 
Arizona desert where they Rangers compete against the 
playedtheCollegeoftheSouth- University of Denver at 2:00. 
west ~ai.o,. · • .T,h~ 96 degree · , This may be the last chance to 
weather c.fiifn't phase the ·:.· watch 'Don Gallegos, Mark 
club at all as they :. · "Compton, and Jim Stringfellow 
posted a fourth straight win. play. Atteoo•and give your ut-
The score: Regis 5 Southwest most support to these departing 
2. players. "" 
Women 's tennis 
by Dino Maniatis 
pla.y last match of fall Ski. swap 
This afternoon, the 
wornens tennis team will host 
the University of Denver in the 
last of the fall season matches. 
"I'd like to finish the season with 
a solid effort against D U. If 
they can stay close to DU then 
that confidence would be some-
thing to build on for the spring 
sea\',<ltt ," commented nead 
coach Rosemary Newland. 
Match time is slated for 2:30. 
In recapping the previous 
matches, Regis was host to the 
University of Northern 
Colorado on September 28. 
The team suffered a 1-8 loss to 
the nationally-ranked team. 
Diana Tudor is credited with 
the 6-3, 3-6, 6-0 win at the three 
singles position. 
Handicapped with. two in-
juries, Kathryn Heiss and Jen-
nifer Ramsey, Regis ousted the 
University of Colorado-
Colorado Springs in an early . 
morning match. Already down 
0-2 due to the forfeits, the team 
came back to slate five games to 
their opponents' four. . 
October lOth at Metro 
State was a pillar of confidence 
for the team as they strolled 
away with 9-0 landslide victory· 
in a pleasant afternoon match. 
Swim team 
gearitig up 
by Dino Maniatis 
November 19 marks the 
date of the ftrst swim meet, the 
Wyoming Invitational which 
Regis, and other teams such as 
the Air Force Academy and 
UNCwillcompete. Toprepare 
for the this meet, the team is in 
a regiment of pre-season train-
ing that includes daily after-
noon practices and early bird 
morning practices twice a week. 
New head coach Randy Radic 
is rebuilding The team by train-
ing longer and gearing prac-
tices toward establishing a 
sound endurance base. 
This year's team consists 
of six swimmers. Due to this it 
will be difficult to win many 
matches because there will not 
be enough swimmers present 
· for Regis to score enough 
points to win a meet. With this 
in mind, the team is concentrat-
ing its efforts on improving per-
sonal records and times in 
various events . 
The six swimmers that 
I Fall over, looking to Sprjng . 
·b D' M · · t' Reaic:: gtves you the ch01ce of strategy. 
Hey you ski b~s! This is 
your opportunity to buy gr~at 
skis (new and used), warm 
gloves, and flashy pants for this 
season on the slopes. Simply at-
tend the 19th annual "Ski Swap" 
to be held Fri. Oct. 28-29 in Vail 
at the Dobson Ice Arena. Come 
buy or sell, but you must arrive 
early Friday morning if you wish 
to ~ell your ~merchandise on a 
consignement basis. Procedes 
will go to Ski Club Va~ a non-
profit organization who spon-
sors this event. 
I y mo ama IS IT"'' y d 't ll kn th ther Last Saturday, the mens' The winner of the tourna- ou , on. rea Y o'!' eo 
tennis team finished fourth out ment and perhaps the strongest team s lmeup. Thts way you 
offourteamsinthetournament team, CSU squared off against have to gamble and hope you -
at UNC in Greeley. For Regis, Regis. This was by far the best win." 
The team plans to wor.k 
on discipline and conditioning 
during the .winter season so that 
everyone will be one hundred 
percent healthy for the sprin~ 
matChes. 
the tournament consisted of Regis effort of the day. Noted 
three rounds and each round CSU player Kevin Ponis took 
consisted of four singles the court against Eric Pfeffle 
matches and one doubles andinaclosematchwon7-5,6-
• match. 4 in the one singles match. The 
The University of Denver doubles team did however slate 
challenged Regis in the ftrst a win. Chris McNeil and Ben 
round. Facing the DU singles Kirchoff defeated their op-
team was: Chris McNeil at one ponents in two sets 7-5 ~d 6-4. 
singles; Ben Kirchoff, who Regis managed to fimsh the 
played·a tough, close match but tournament strong despite the 
lost 7-6, 2-6, & 3-6, at two first round loss to DU. Head 
singles; Eric Pfeffle, three coach Rosemary Newland com-
singles; & Aaron Crouts at four mented on the tournament, "It 
singles. In a heart -stopping was a fun tournament because it 
match against DU's doubles 
team, Keith Jones and Scott 
Krueger almost went three sets 
but lost 1-6, 6-7. Team player 
Fabrizio Khanlari was injured. 
DU handed Regis a 5-0 loss. 
Host team UNC stepped 
into the court with Regis in the 
second round of play in which 
three of the five matches played 
for three sets. Chris McNeil 
lost 4-6, 7-5, & 6-3; Ben Kir-
choff played hard but also lost 
3-6, 6-1, 6-3. Scott Krueger 
playing three singles posted the 
only Regis win on the 
scorecard. Eric Pfeffle and 
Keith Jones gave their op-
At a glance into the spring 
season coach Newland had this. 
to say: "I think the guys have a 
lot of talent but they need to be 
patient and · utilize their 
strengths-better. · Patience is the 
key and they ne~d t.o e~ate 
unforced errors and play per-
centage tennis." 
P<>nents a run for their money 
but admitted a 6-4, 6-8, 1-6 
defeat to UNC. UNC walked 
away, in hand a 4-1 victory over 
. . . fi . hed their fall schedule and are looking 
The men's tenms team zms 
towards spring. 
$39 SINGLE OR OOUBLE ROOM 
PLUS TAX (1~4 PEOPLE) 
HOWARD 
JOHNSON 
Lodge 4765 Federal Blvd. Denver, CO. 80211-1196 
WELCOMES YOU TO REGIS 
"PARENTS WEEKEND" 
* Fantastic Mountain View 
* 3 Blocks to Regis College 
* Enjoy two for one 
Cocktails in our Lounge 
with this coupon 
Mention this ad for our 
"Special Rate", for reserva-
tions call 1-303-433-8441. 
-, 
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ACROSS 
1 Strike 
5 In addition 
9 Label 
12 Filament 
13 Juncture 
14 Sudsy brew 
15 Over 
17 Chinese dis-
tance measure 
18 Wager 
19 Abound 
21 Stories 
23 Give forewarn-
ingot 
27 Symbol for 
tellurium 
28 Blouse 
29 Crimson 
31 Couple 
34 Kind of type 
35 Frights 
COI.l.EG£ Pll£SS SERVIa 
38 Paid notice 
39 Spread for 
drying 
41 Latin for ''God" 
42 Growing out of 
44 Babylonian 
deity 
46 Flags 
48 Boundary 
51 Stone 
52 Artificial 
language 
53Sungod 
55 Transfers 
59 In muJic, high 
60 CenturY plant 
62 Great Lake 
63 Female ruff 
64 Golf poles 
65 Rage 
DOWN 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
2 100,000 rupees 
3 Ventilate 
4 Object 
5 Item of property 
6 French article 
7 Sodium chloride 
8 Leave out 
9 Writing pad 
10 Toward shelter 
11 Obtains 
16 Occupying a 
chair 
20 More jovial 
22 Near 
23 Taunt 
24 Detest 
25 A state: abbr. 
26 Prefix : new 
30 Soak thoroughly 
32 Unit of electrical 
measurement 
33Poem~ 
36 Corded cloth 
37 More serpentine 
40 Lower in rank 
43 Article 
45 Three-toed 
sloth 
4 7 Part of face: pl. 
48 Falsifier · 
49 Unemployed 
50 Snare 
54 Former boxing 
champ 
56 Monk 's title 
57 Metal 
58 Deposit 
61 Preposition 
En t ert ai n men t~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii---
Information Society at Club L.A. 
The Information Society 
and Brenda K. Starr--two of the 
hottest acts on the music charts-
-will perform live at Club L.A. 
(88th and Wadsworth) on 
Saturday, October 29. Y-108 is 
sponsoring the performances 
and proceeds will go to the 
Partnership for a Drug Free 
America and the Ronald Mc-
Donald House. 
The comedy "Born 
Yesterday," starring Ed Asner 
and Madeline Kahn will play 
the Denver Auditorium 
Theater November 15-27. Stu-
dent discounts are available by 
calling 893-4000 x303. 
The fourth annual Blue 
Moon Ball to benefit a local 
charity will be held N ov.ll from 
8:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the 
Riverfront Festival Center. 
Tuck and Patti will per-
form at Boulder's Coast on 
Friday, Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $10 and are avail-
able from TicketMaster. 
"Albert Einstein--the 
Practical Bohemian" will play at 
the Arvada Center for the Per-
forming Arts on Oct. 28 and 29 
at8p.m. 
Halloween offers anum-
ber of attractions this weekend. 
Please see the Halloween sec-
tion for more details. 
What's your sign? 
Scorpio- Oct. 24-Nov. 21 
Born in this late autumn 
time period, you behave very 
much like your sign the 
mysterious scorpion. You are 
at your best in the evening and 
are very fond of eating bizarre 
uncooked cuisine in the dead of 
night. Due to your nocturnal 
habits, you know much about 
the subtle workings of the 
universe. You live life very pur-
posefully and very deeply. As a 
male you are very useful to the 
opposite sex, trying to appear 
forceful while at the same time 
complying with you mate's 
every wish. As a female, you are 
flirtatious but dominant and 
demanding and you often have 
the nasty habit of making a 
vegetable out of any male who 
shows an interest in you. 
The Budweiser. 
Your primary house is 
Mars, the god of war and har-
vest. To balance out your al-
ready strong personality you 
usually are influenced by the 
more protective, earthy traits of 
your house's mentor. You are 
always ready to defend yourself 
and those close to you but you 
don't often succumb to anger 
unless you are unduly provoked 
in some way. You love to plant 
your own gardens and trees, or 
at least fill your house with a 
jungle of plants, but because of 
your protective nature are often 
inclined to go overboard with 
pesticides and fertilizer. 
'A1 r.· A. • • • Pa t.e\S\Ve 1me ~Mt1e~ ge. 
King Of Beers Checkers! This game is played the same as 
ordinary checkers except that one player uses Bud bottle caps, the other uses caps 
from an ordinary beer. The Bud player has a decided advantage, as his pieces are 
automatically kings. The loser has to buy more Bud. 
Baseball 'llivia! (3) If you can answer even one of the following, 
you qualify as a Sports genius! A. What was Babe Ruth's hat size? B. Dizzy Dean 
once struck out 17 Cubs in one game. Name those Cubs. C. In 1919 Eddie 
Ciccotti pitched for a notorious World Series contender. Who were they and why 
were they notorious? D. How many stitches in an American League baseball? 
How many in a National League baseball? E. Whafs the best beer to have 
while watching a game? (Answers below.) 
·al{o! ou SJ SJl!l puB 'JaS!oMpng ·3 'IV aas) lUOOJ 01 AUBW 001 ·a ·sa!JaS P!lOM aljl 
Mall!l .\atu ·xos al!llM o8eJ!lJ:) aq1 ':) ·lapta!:JlJallapta!:lldlUa:) 'lapra!:Jltf<l!l! 
'uEwaseg pl£ 'dowoqs 'uewaSBg puz 'uewaseglS[ JaqJlB:) 1aqJl!d ·g ·az]s pBaq S!!J 
SB oWE$ 'V (£ ·aM pfOOJ laljl]aN (Z ·.rea,\ S]ljl UOI)EJBA lOOA al{el Ol UB!d no,\ laAaJaqM 
10 !JEMBH 10 BJUlOJ!re:) U! A.n OllUoW]ladxa lBalll e al{!l spunos ([ :SJaMSU\f 
Puzzles and Beer! We've cut up this familiar beverage 
label into seven pieces. See if you can fit the pieces back together so 
that they can reveal the name of this popular product. 
Hydraulic Flow Ouiz! ( 1 l There are 12 ounces of 
beer in a Bud Longneck.lf the beer is chilled to 50 degrees Fahrenheit, 
with an ambient temperature of 88 degrees Fahrenheit, and you hold 
the bottle at a 45-degree angle, at sea level, with an atmospheric 
pressure of 15 p.s.i., how long will it take to empty the bottle? 
(Answer below.) 
State Capital Ouiz! (2) Can you name a state where 
Budweiser isn't the best-tasting beer? (Answer below.) 
• 
• 
• 
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THIS 
BUD:S 
FOR 
YOU: 
Scorpios have been 
responsible for prize-winning 
mongoloid pumpkins, and great 
cinematic masterpieces like 
"The Attack of the Killer 
Tomatoes." 
Your element sign is 
water which goes well with your 
love growing things, as well as 
the quiet, observant side of your 
complex nature. Often you find 
solitude in the rain, by the 
crashing sea, or by starring at 
the ice cubes in your glass. 
In terms of a career, you 
would be very happy being a 
horticulturist, a cryogenist, a 
scientist working on SDI, or a 
sashimi chef. 
Some possible famous 
scorpios are Scarlet O'Hara, 
\The Incredible Hulk, 
Cinderella's fairy godmother, 
Elvira, and Wesley. 
EAT 
UKEAPIG. 
IOOKUKE 
AFOI • 
